The following Product Description Samples is a compiled document of several different
products written at different times for different clients. They have been compiled into a
single document for simplicity.

PRODUCT DESCRIPTION SAMPLES
Staying Young (book)

You didn’t notice it until the grandkids started running around. Now that they’ve hit the terrible
twos, you suddenly realize you’ve hit Senior Stiffness. You never thought it would happen to
you, but here we are. This book will provide you with tips and techniques to work out the kinks
in plenty of time to fill their memories with an active, engaged grandparent.

Aromatherapy diffuser and oils set

Entering the house on a crisp day, rubbing your pale hands together for warmth, the smell of
peppermint wafts past your nose and instantly, you feel better. Your mind is filled with happy
holiday thoughts, your drippy nose is clearer than it’s been all morning, and that mild headache
that had been building is now gone. This is the power of aromatherapy. Choose one of three
stylish distillers (pictured) to go with an introductory set of nine of our most popular essential
oils including:
• Rosemary for clearer thinking and memory
• Lavender for stress relief and relaxation
• Sweet Orange to boost confidence and joy
• Lemongrass for clarity and freshness
• Frankincense for peace
• Lemon to lift spirits and ease the blues
• Eucalyptus to energize and relieve pain
• Tea Tree oil for overall healing
• Peppermint for headache relief and clearer sinuses

Swirl blue abstract rug

Featuring an abstract pattern of teal-blue, white, gray, and black swirls and gentler curves, this
soft-pile area rug brings your room together with style. The flourishes subtly carry color, and
your visitor’s eye, from one end of the room to the other without making it obvious and can
soften the edges of the most modern furnishings. Available in a variety of sizes to suit your
space, the Turkish-made rug is soft plush cut pile, kid and pet friendly, easy clean with jute
backing, and recommended for indoor use only.

